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This paper reports the results of an x ray-diffuse scattering study of the melting transi-
tion of monolayer xenon on the surface of single crystals of exfoliated graphite. It is found
that the two-dimensional xenon solid melts into an orientationally ordered liquid (or
hexatic) phase. The temperature dependence of the orientational correlations suggests
that the hexatic phase exists as a consequence of the continuous melting process, not the
substrate.
PACS numbers: 64.70.Dv, 05.70.Fh, 64.60.-i
In 1973 Kosterlitz and Thouless' made the re-
markable suggestion that melting of a two-dimen-
sional solid could be continuous. Building on this
prediction Nelson and Halperin' and Young' de-
veloped a comprehensive theory of the two-dimen-
sional melting process. The most surprising and
controversial aspect of this theory is the predic-
tion that continuous melting is a two-step process
with a bond-orientationally ordered liquid (or
hexatic) phase separating solid from liquid. ' To
date, bond-orientationally ordered liquids have
been observed in intercalation compounds, 4 ad-
sorbates on surfaces, ' and liquid crystals. ' In
each of these cases, however, one can argue that
the orientational order exists independent of the
melting process; in liquid crystals orientational
order can be generated by the rodlike nature of
the molecules while for adsorbates and inter-
calants it can be generated by substrate or host
interactions. ' There exists, therefore, little ex-
perimental proof that the hexatic phase is a natur-
al consequence of the continuous melting process.
In this Letter we report the results of an x-ray
scattering study of the melting transition of mono-
layer xenon on single crystals of exfoliated graph-
ite. A single-crystal substrate is necessary for
the determination of b ond-orientational correla-
tions. In what follows we show that the two-di-
mensional xenon solid melts into a hexatic liquid-
crystal phase. Furthermore, analysis of the data
suggests that the hexatic phase exists as a con-
sequence of the continuous melting process, not
the substrate interaction.
In order to carry out this research project we
were obliged to develop a new form of graphite,
exfoliated single crystals. Briefly, single crys-
tals of natural (New York State) graphite were
carefully intercalated with SbCl, to approximate-
ly stage eleven. These were then slowly heated
in vacuum to 1100'C between ground quartz
plates. A solenoid was used to vary the compres-
sional force on the graphite surface. The sample
size was monitored optically and the pressure
and temperature were varied concomitantly. De-
tails of this procedure will be published else-
where. ' Our best sample to date has an internal
surface area of 6 Torr-cm' and an in-plane mo-
saic of 2.3 half width at half maximum. We anti-
cipate that substantial improvements on these
figures can be made. The results reported here
are on our first sample which has 2 Torr-cm'
internal surface area and -3 mosaic. The aver-
age step-free surface size was measured to be
at least 4000 A. This was determined by a line-
shape analysis of a high-resolution x-ray Bragg
peak from the v3 x &3830' phase of adsorbed
krypton. 8
The xenon melting experiments were carried
out on a two-axis x-ray spectrometer with the
use of Cu A'o. radiation from a Rigaku 12-kW ro-
tating-anode source. In-plane collimation was
obtained with a vertically bent pyrolytic-graphite
monochromator before and Soller slits after the
sample. The xenon gas-handling system and
cryostat were as discussed previously. ' The
sample (-6x6X7 mm') was mounted with the c
axis vertical in an evacuable cell. The melting
experiment was carried out with the sample cell
open to a reservoir of xenon of approximately
200 cm'. The melting temperature and pressure,
140 K and 10 Torr, respectively, were chosen in
a region of the phase diagram where the melting
has been shown to be continuous. '" The experi-
ments were carried out as a function of tempera-
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FIG. 1. Radial and a scans through one of the six
hexatic peaks. Typical scan times correspond to 15
min per point.
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ture and the x-ray intensity and pressure were
monitored. Some deterioration of the sample was
noted after multiple adsorptions and temperature
cycling. '
Typical experimental results are shown in Fig.
1. An empty-cell background, corrected for
xenon absorption, has been subtracted. The fig-
ure displays radial and angular scans through one
of the six xenon (1, 0) hexatic spots. It is well
known that at low temperatures the incommen-
surate xenon solid is rotated 30 with respect to
the graphite substrate. " Within our uncertainties
our high-temperature data agree with these find-
ings. The solid lines through the data represent
Lorentzian line-shape fits. The observed scat-
tering above background is calculated by per-
forming a mosaic average of the intrinsic line
shape over the orientations of the substrate crys-
tallites and convoluting the resulting function with
the instrumental resolution. These fits are es-
sentially identical to those done for ZFX graphite
substrates except that the powder average is re-
placed by an average over the in-plane mosaic. '"
For radial scans there are five fitting param-
eters: intensity, Lorentzian width, peak posi-
tion, substrate vertical mosaic, and xenon ab-
sorption correction. These parameters were de-
termined by fits to the low-temperature data and
the latter two were held constant. The ~ scans
involve three parameters: intensity, position,
and Lorentzian width. The in-plane graphite
mosaic and the instrumental resolution were
measured and held constant. The fitted vertical
mosaic was comparable to those found in ZFX
graphite substrates. The line-shape fits are ob-
viously satisfactory. Given that the observed
scattering originates from many graphite sur-
faces, the existence of in-plane spots implies
that the substrate-generated hexatic field' h, is
large enough to align the different xenon layers
with respect to the underlying substrate. As we
will discuss below, the angular width of these
diffuse peaks is strongly temperature dependent
and is substantially larger than the radial width.
This implies that the scattering is intermediate
between typical Lorentzian diffuse scattering and
the cylindrically symmetric scattering of a two-
dimensional liquid.
The significance of these data is perhaps best
seen within the following theoretical framework.
Within continuum elastic theory, the harmonic
Hamiltonian for the hexatic phase is given by'"
B=(K~/2) f (V 6)' d'~+& f k, tPd'r, (1)
where 6(r) represents the angle of a local xenon-
xenon bond and KA is a Frank constant similar to
that found in liquid crystals. Near melting, KA
is proportional to the positional correlation
length squared ($') with the proportionality con-
stant being' the dislocation core energy, E,. The
mean square angular fluctuations (56I') can be
trivially estimated to be
2g 2 ~/L +A/'+ h, h6L' '
(2)
where we have explicitly separated out the q=0
term k~T/k, L'. In the limit that the substrate
field k, is infinite, we have (66I') =0, and the in-
plane scattering corresponds to six Lorentzian
spots with width equal to the inverse radial cor-
relation length, I/$. For finite k„ the angular
width of the spots is greater than the radial width
by a value (56 )'~'. In the limit that k, -O, the
q= 0 term guarantees that (dt's) - ~ for any L
and the hexatic scattering should be an in-plane
ring. " However, finite h, cuts off this divergence
and restores the hexatic spots. The condition
that the q=0 term is negligible is just the condi-
tion required to align each xenon layer with re-
spect to the substrate. For our system, this
condition is trivially satisfied. When the sub-
strate field is small but not zero, (2p/L)'If„
» k, » k, T/L', then (5 6') = 7kaT/2wK~ where
for our system we have approximated In(L/a) = 7.
Near melting, therefore, the excess angular width
of the spot (56')' ' is proportional to the radial
width I/g. Nelson and Halperin predict that at
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sufficiently high temperatures, the hexatic phase
will become unstable to the formation of free dis-
clinations. ' At this transition into the isotropie
liquid phase, K~ jumps discontinuously to zero
from a universal value K„=72kB T, /m. For our
system, this corresponds to an orientational
width (6P)'~'= 0.22 rad =12.6 or
~G~ (QADI')' '
=0.35 A ' (where G is a reciprocal-lattice vec-
tor). Thus, the angular width of a hexatic spot
should grow continuously until it reaches 0.35 A '
at which point the spots should suddenly merge to
form a liquid ring. Finite, nonzero h, will, of
course, smear the transition and prevent the spot
width from approaching infinity. The theoretical
predictions for various values of h, are schemat-
ically shown in Fig. 2 where we plot the excess
orientational width a~=
~G~ (6P)'~' versus the
radial width ~„=1/$.
In Fig. 3 we plot our experimental results for
ze vs K„. The solid and open circles represent
different experimental runs through the melting
transition. The agreement of the data with the
small-h, limit of the theory is quite striking.
Near melting x„varies approximately linearly
with ze. If we assume K„=2E, ((/a)', we obtain
E, =-34', T,.' The last datum point corresponds
to a temperature which is approximately 1.2 K
above the melting point. Above this temperature,
the xenon scattering quickly becomes too broad
and weak to resolve over background. It is tempt-
ing to interpret this strong temperature depend-
ence of ee as evidence for the approach of hexatic
melting. This then suggests that the substrate-
free hexatic melting temperature is at least 1.2
K (-0.9%) above the melting temperature. Al-
ternatively, this implies the existence of a sub-
strate-free hexatic phase until the fluid correla-
tion length $ decreases below 16 A! The size of
the hexatic region will presumably depend on the
experimental parameters, especially the surface
density. Perhaps most surprising is the apparent
agreement of these results with the disclination-
unbinding model of hexatic melting. ' Our data
suggest that the hexatic melting transition occurs
when ~e has a value in the vicinity of approximate-
ly 0.3 A '. The agreement of. this number with
the predicted value of 0.35 A ' is probably fortu-
itously good. Reasonable estimates' for the mag-
nitude of h, suggest that the substrate should start
to become relevant when K„approaches its uni-
versal jump value K„=72k, T, /n. Extension of
these data to higher temperatures is certainly
called for. Unfortunately, this must await the
existence of better substrates and/or synchrotron-
based experiments.
For the sake of completeness, we have tried to
fit our data with other models of the melting
transition. Specifically, one can try to describe
the data as an isotropic liquid with in-plane order
being generated solely by h, . To obtain the ob-
served (66') with even a highly correlated liquid
requires h, ~ 10kBT (approximately three orders
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the heuristic dependence of the
radial spot width f(„on the excess angular spot width
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FIG. 3. Experimental results for the dependence of
the radial spot width v„on the excess angular spot
width K. The solid line is a guide to the eye.
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of magnitude greater than its estimated value' ).
Furthermore, this scenario cannot reproduce the
observed temperature dependence of the angular
width. Similarly, our observed line shapes rule
out liquid-solid coexistence Rs the origin of the
orientational order. This, of course, does not
imply that some other, more clever alternative
explanation cannot be found.
In conclusion, our data suggest that the hexatic
phase is indeed a consequence of the continuous
melting process. We have argued that the sub-
strate determines the average orientation of the
xenon layers but does not create the hexatic order
within each platelet. The existence of a substrate-
free hexatic phase provides a dramatic confirma-
tion of the dislocation-unbinding mechanism of
melting suggested by Kosterlitz and Thouless, '
Halperin and Nelson, ' and Young. ' Furthermore,
the data are in qualitative agreement with the
disclination-unbinding model for the melting of
the hexatic phase. ' Finally, from a more global
perspective, the existence of high-quality exfoli-
ated single-crystal substrates should have a sub-
stantial impact on studies of other surface phase
transitions.
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